Haircourse

Haircourses Basic or
Professional
Art of Style and Make-up offers two courses in hair styling. A 10-week basic
course for all beginners and an extended course intended for hairdressers and
former students in the basic education. The teaching takes place one evening a
week and can easily be combined with work or other courses

10 weeks Haircourse
Here you get a comprehensive basic training that allows you to style hair
professionally. Whether you dream of becoming a stylist or just want to
refresh your skills, our 10-week hair course is a really good ballast for your
further work in the industry.
In the course, we work professionally with hair styling, and you
learn a lot about working creatively, coming up with new ideas and further
developing your professional skills.
With a professional hair course, you get a lot of tools that you can
use, whether you work as a professional makeup artist or stylist. In our
hair course, you will learn face shapes and how to highlight the face shape
when placing the hair filling at setups.
We also work with various hair products and tools, so that your
styling gets the right, professional finish. One of the classic disciplines in
hair styling and hair styling is bridal hair. Therefore, we have a strong focus
on the techniques that underlie the setup of bridal hair. You will learn
various braiding techniques, twists, curls, snake curls and much more that
can form part of a beautiful and romantic bridal hair set.
In the course, you will also be taught historical hairstyles and
learn how waves and crepe hair were the inspiration for hairstyles back in
the 1940s. But of course, we also look ahead, and look at modern hair
styling, the latest hairstyles and trends as well as men's styling. At the end
of the course, we style models for a fashion show

The course is a good supplement to the Stylist and Makeup artist education.
During the course you can expect that the following will be reviewed:

Face Shape

Where should the hair filling sit as well as preparation of the hair before
setting up.

Products

Work with different hair products and use of curlers, curling irons,
straighteners etc.

Bridal Hair

Romantic settings with braiding technique and twists, among others.
Classic bridal hairstyles and new trends in bridal hairstyles. Party and
gala hair. Larger or smaller setups with curls, snake curls, toupee-ing of
the hair as well as the use of hawks and attachment of hairpins.

Historical hairstyles

Waves and crepe hair with setups and hairstyles from 1940s, among
others.

Trend hairstyles

Up to date hair for women and men with inspiration from various fashion
magazines as well as hairstyles for photography. Hair styling for larger
and smaller fashion shows.

Last day ends with a test in hair set-up and you will receive a course certificate.

